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This study proposes a low-complexity region-based authentication algorithm for three-dimensional (3D) polygonal models, based on local geometrical property evaluation. A vertex traversal scheme with a secret key is adopted to classify each vertex into one of two categories: embeddable vertices and reference vertices. An embeddable vertex is one with an authentication code embedded. The algorithm then uses reference vertices to calculate local geometrical properties for the corresponding embeddable vertices. For each embeddable vertex, we feed the number of reference vertices and local properties into a hash function to generate the authentication code. The embeddable vertex is then embedded with the authentication code, which is based on a simple message-digit substitution scheme. The proposed algorithm is of low complexity and distortion-controllable and possesses a higher and more adaptive embedding capacity and a higher embedding rate than most existing region-based authentication algorithms for 3D polygonal models. The experimental results demonstrate the feasibility of the proposed algorithm.

1. Introduction

With the rapid development of information technology, traditional data is now stored in digital form on computers. Users can make digital data available worldwide via the Internet; however, such convenient and advanced technology also engenders new problems relating to information security, such as multimedia content being copied and distributed illegally or being tampered with. Therefore, the development of powerful techniques to protect both intellectual property rights and the integrity of multimedia content is a noteworthy field of research.

Petitcolas et al. [1] classified information hiding techniques into several branches, copyright marking being just one of them. According to different application levels, copyright marking techniques can be categorized as either robust watermarking or fragile watermarking. Robust watermarking algorithms can protect the intellectual property rights of multimedia content. Even after malicious attacks, the relative copyright information, commonly called watermark, is still detectable. The goal of fragile watermarking algorithms is to verify the integrity of multimedia content. Even after minimal unauthorized modification, tampered regions can still be located using the embedded authentication code; some techniques can even perform self-recovery operations on tampered regions.

Fragile watermarking is a popular research field, and its application to digital images has been extensively studied [2–5]; Abhayaratne and Bhowmik [6] even proposed a real-time authentication approach for JPEG images. However, fragile watermarking algorithms on 3D polygonal models still need a breakthrough. Several approaches [7–14] have been proposed, but most of them provide a low embedding capacity and low robustness against similarity transformation (ST) attacks, including rotation, translation, and scaling operations. Some algorithms cannot effectively detect modifications in the topological relationship between vertices; moreover, some algorithms require a high level of computational
performance during the authentication code embedding procedure. Such requirements may originate from iterative perturbation or complicated neighboring structures for embeddable vertices. As a result, a more powerful fragile watermarking algorithm for 3D polygonal models is urgently needed. Regarding the development of various 3D interactive applications, the present study proposes an algorithm with low computational complexity. Relative to existing methods, the proposed method should be more suitable and more efficient for real-time implementation.

With a view to verifying the integrity of 3D polygonal models, this paper proposes a low-complexity, high-capacity, distortion-controllable, region-based fragile watermarking algorithm with a high embedding rate.

This approach has five characteristics. First, an iterative vertex traversal mechanism is used to classify each vertex into one of two categories to enhance the security of the authentication code. Second, the authentication code generation is based on local geometrical properties concerning the topological relationship in a one-ring neighboring structure. Thus, the modifications of the topological relationship can be considered. Third, the proposed algorithm supports adaptive embedding capacity controlled by an embedded threshold. The embedding capacity is the highest among existing region-based tamper detection algorithms. Fourth, the embedding rate is higher than most existing region-based authentication algorithms. Fifth and finally, relative to existing methods, the proposed method is more suitable and more efficient for real-time implementation. The above characteristics demonstrate the feasibility of the proposed technique in fragile watermarking.

The remainder of this paper is organized as follows: Section 2 provides a review of related studies; Section 3 details the proposed technique; Section 4 presents a discussion on the experimental results; and a brief conclusion and directions for future research are provided in Section 5.

2. Related Studies

Depending on the scale of tampered region localization, fragile watermarking algorithms for 3D polygonal models can be classified as methods for either vertex-based or region-based tamper detection. A vertex-based tamper detection algorithm can accurately locate the altered vertex but cannot consider the modifications of the topological relationship. A region-based tamper detection algorithm can only locate a suspicious region with some unaltered vertices inside that region; however, even with a region-based method, the topological relationship can be considered.

For region-based tamper detection algorithms, Yeo and Yeung [14] proposed the first fragile watermarking algorithm for authenticating 3D polygonal models: Two indices, named the location index and the value index, are generated from two predefined hash functions for each vertex. Their algorithm modifies the vertex position iteratively to allow its status to meet the two aforementioned calculated indices. Tamper detection is performed by examining the consistency of the two indices in the decoding and reconstruction phases. Although their scheme is blind, the distortion is not controllable by users because of the iterative vertex perturbing process. Adopting the concept of distance invariants, Chou and Tseng [8] employed a blind fragile watermarking algorithm that is robust against ST attacks. The watermark is embedded using a multifunction-vertex embedding method and an adjusting-vertex method; however, the embedding capacity is low, and false alarms concerning the unprocessed vertices can occur during the watermark extraction process. Furthermore, the applied neighboring structures increase not only computational performance, but also the scale of tampered region localization. Molaei et al. [10] modified the triangle traversal strategy proposed by Chou and Tseng [8] to effectively determine the mark triangles. For each mark triangle, the watermark, the hash result, and an identification mark are embedded into the middles of triangle sides in the spherical coordinate system by quantization index modulation (QIM) [15] technique. Finally, the new mark triangle is reconstructed by crossing three lines derived from the data-embedded middles. The authors claim that the recognizing accuracy of the proposed algorithm can be increased with the help of more marked vertices.

For vertex-based tamper detection algorithms, Chen et al. [7] proposed two fragile watermarking algorithms, named adaptive authentication and vertex digest, for 3D polygonal models. The adaptive authentication algorithm feeds the number of neighboring vertices, the watermark, and the $x$, $y$ coordinates for the processing vertex into the hash function. The hash result is then embedded into the $z$ coordinate on the basis of a modulus operation. The vertex digest algorithm applies a secret key to replace the watermark in the former algorithm, thereby achieving blind tamper detection; however, the proposed algorithm cannot protect against ST attacks because the vertex coordinates are modified, resulting in a different hash result. Wang et al. [11] proposed a reversible fragile watermarking scheme in the spatial domain. The researchers employed reversible QIM to modify the distance between the embedding vertex and the center of gravity. This algorithm integrates principal component analysis and spectrum techniques to significantly enhance robustness against ST and vertex reordering attacks. In addition, the embedding capacity can be up to 48 bits per vertex under IEEE 754 single precision for vertex coordinate representation with a two-level embedding strategy. In a later study, Wang et al. [12] proposed a different fragile watermarking algorithm for 3D polygonal models based on a Hamming code. The proposed algorithm normalizes each vertex coordinate into a floating value between 0 and 1. The fourth to seventh least significant bits in the binary form of the normalized value are extracted to be the data bits. Three parity check bits are generated based on the $(7, 4)$ Hamming code and subsequently embedded into the three least significant bits of the normalized value. Huang et al. [9] proposed a spherical coordinate-based fragile watermarking scheme for 3D polygonal models, in which the Cartesian coordinates $(x, y, z)$ of each vertex of the cover model are transformed into spherical coordinates $(r, \theta, \phi)$. The researchers adopted the QIM technique to embed the watermark into the $r$ coordinates; however, for this method...
the original model's center of gravity must be recorded; otherwise the authentication procedure fails.

3. Proposed Algorithm

This section details the proposed authentication mechanism for 3D polygonal models. This method first employs a secret key and a vertex traversal method to visit each vertex. Each vertex is then categorized as either an embeddable vertex or a reference vertex. Local geometrical property calculation is performed on the embeddable vertex by considering its geometrical relationship with the neighboring reference vertices. Subsequently, the aforementioned information is entered into the hash function to generate the authentication code; and finally, each embeddable vertex is embedded with the authentication code, based on a simple message-digit substitution scheme. For the sake of simplicity, this study illustrates the proposed technique by using two-dimensional (2D) vertices; however, these could easily be transferred to a three-dimensional (3D) space.

3.1. Authentication Code Embedding Procedure. The preprocessing process analyzes the topological information of the input model to generate a vertex neighboring table, VNT\(_{V_i}\), that records information about the neighbors of each vertex \(V_i\). Model information is also derived during this process. The vertex traversal process employs a secret key to determine the start vertex, and an iterative vertex traversal mechanism is initialized. The authentication code generation process feeds the number of reference vertices and the local geometrical properties of the embeddable vertex into the hash function to obtain the authentication code. The authentication code is finally embedded into the embeddable vertex by a simple message-digit substitution scheme. For the sake of simplicity, this study illustrates the proposed technique by using two-dimensional (2D) vertices; however, these could easily be transferred to a three-dimensional (3D) space.

3.1.1. Preprocessing Process. The preprocessing process prepares four temporary stores for efficient authentication code embedding and extraction. The first store, VNT\(_{V_i}\), is a vertex neighboring table that records the indices of the actual neighbors of each vertex \(V_i\). The second store, Ex, records the value of each vertex \(V_i\) in the 3D polygonal model, including explored (“T”) and unexplored (“F”). The initial value of each vertex is set as “F.” The third store, Sort, records the processing order of each vertex, and the fourth store, Ref, records the indices of the reference vertices of each embeddable vertex for local geometrical property calculation. All values in these four stores are based on the topological relationship and input order of each vertex in the model file. After preprocessing, only the store VNT\(_{V_i}\) can be determined. The values of the other three stores are obtained following the vertex traversal process. Figure 2(a) shows a model consisting of six vertices. As previously mentioned, only the set in the store VNT\(_{V_i}\), which records the indices of the actual neighbors of the corresponding vertex \(V_i\), is determined after the preprocessing process.

3.1.2. Vertex Traversal Process. According to the input order of each vertex in the input model, this process employs a secret key (secret key A in Figure 1) to be a seed for performing a random permutation of the input vertices and therefore enhances the security of the authentication code. The permutation result is exactly the processing order for each vertex. During vertex traversal, each vertex is categorized as either an embeddable vertex or a reference...
each embeddable vertex has an authentication code embedded into it; each reference vertex is used to perform local geometrical property calculation for the corresponding embeddable vertex. The vertex traversal scheme performs the subsequent steps iteratively over the vertices in the 3D polygonal model, including selecting the embeddable vertex, modifying the status of neighboring vertices, and determining the reference vertices. This process is terminated until no vertices remain with the Ex value “F.”

First, we select the first vertex $V_1$ in the sorted list, and its value, Ex$_V_1$, changes to “T.” All the indices $i$ appear in the store VNT$_V_1$ and are subsequently added into the store Ref$_V_1$, these being the reference vertices for local geometrical property calculation. The value Ex$_V_i$ for each index $j$ appearing in store Ref$_V_i$ is also modified to “T.” Thereafter, we detect and select the next vertex $V_3$ with Ex$_V_3$ value “F” in the sorted list and adopt its neighboring vertices as reference vertices. The aforementioned action is repeated iteratively until there are no remaining vertices to be selected.

Figure 2(a) assumes that the input order for each vertex is $V_1, V_2, V_3, V_4, V_5,$ and $V_6$, and the Ex value for each vertex is initialized as “F.” A secret key is employed to generate a sorted list $V_1, V_5, V_4, V_6, V_2,$ and $V_1$ [Figure 2(b)]. Vertex $V_3$ in Figure 2(c) is selected first because it is the first vertex in the sorted list. The Ex$_V_3$ value is then modified to “T.” The values of Ex$_V_2$, Ex$_V_4$, and Ex$_V_6$ for vertices $V_2, V_4,$ and $V_6$ are also modified to “T” because indices 2, 4, and 6 all appear in the store VNT$_V_3$. Indices 2, 4, and 6 are then added sequentially into the store Ref$_V_3$. Subsequently, vertex $V_5$ in Figure 2(d) is selected and the Ex$_V_5$ value is modified to “T.” Evidently, only the Ex$_V_1$ value is modified to “T.” Indices 1, 2, 4, and 6 are then added into the store Ref$_V_5$. This process is terminated because at this point each vertex has been processed. Vertices $V_3$ and $V_5$ are categorized as embeddable, whereas $V_2, V_4,$ and $V_6$ are...
and the summation between the reference vertices of the embeddable vertex being the reference vertices of the operator, and from low to high can be expressed as

\[ \frac{V_i \cdot V_j}{\| V_i \|} = 0.025749. \]

Finally, the data-embedded vertex can be obtained following the direction of \( V_iG_i \), using (3) with a data-embedded ratio \( P'_{V_i} \).

\[ P'_{V_i} = \begin{cases} \frac{\| V_iG_i \|}{S_{V_i}} - S_{V_i} & \text{if } \| V_iG_i \| \leq S_{V_i} \\ \frac{\| V_iG_i \|}{\| V_iG_i \|} & \text{if } \| V_iG_i \| > S_{V_i} \\ \end{cases} \]

\[ V'_i = \left( \frac{P'_{V_i} \times S_{V_i}}{S_{V_i}} \right) \times \frac{V_iG_i}{\| V_iG_i \|} + G_i \]

Figure 3 assumes that the ratio \( R_i = \| V_iG_i \|/S_{V_i} = 0.021589 \), because \( S_{V_i} \) is larger than \( \| V_iG_i \| \). The permutation hash result is a string consisting of “10111010101010…” and the embedding threshold \( T \) is set as 1. As mentioned previously, the first nonzero digit is 2, located at the second digit. Therefore, the positions for data embedding are from the third to the fifth digit. We then take part of the hash result three times for embedding, with values of “101,” “1101,” and “100” as the authentication code. The corresponding decimal digits equal 5, 7, and 4, respectively. Therefore, the ratio with authentication code embedding equals 0.025749. Finally, vertex \( V_5 \) is modified to \( V'_5 \) following the direction of \( V_5G_5 \) (Figure 4).
Table 2: Model information of five 3D polygonal models.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Model name</th>
<th>$N_V$</th>
<th>$N_F$</th>
<th>$D_{L_{BV}}$</th>
<th>$N_{EV}$</th>
<th>$N_{EV}/N_V$</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Cow</td>
<td>46433</td>
<td>92864</td>
<td>30.49</td>
<td>13968</td>
<td>30.08%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lucy</td>
<td>262909</td>
<td>525814</td>
<td>1918.29</td>
<td>68797</td>
<td>26.17%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Max Planck</td>
<td>49132</td>
<td>98260</td>
<td>697.49</td>
<td>12777</td>
<td>26.01%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Elephant</td>
<td>19753</td>
<td>39290</td>
<td>144.69</td>
<td>4816</td>
<td>24.38%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rabbit</td>
<td>67038</td>
<td>134074</td>
<td>33.91</td>
<td>18504</td>
<td>27.60%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Figure 4: Example of authentication code embedding process.

3.2. Authentication Code Extraction Procedure. After obtaining the secret key and the marked model, the authentication code extraction procedure performs integrity verification. The preprocessing process first prepares four temporary stores for authentication code extraction. As mentioned, the construction of these stores is based on the topological properties and input order of each vertex; however, the authentication code embedding procedure never modifies the topological information, and these stores can be correctly reconstructed using the same processes as those in the authentication code embedding procedure. The vertex traversal process iteratively determines the embeddable vertex and its reference vertices and properly modifies the temporary stores with the help of the secret key. The authentication code generation process feeds the number of reference vertices accompanied by their local geometrical properties into the hash function to generate the hash result. The same secret key is used to take some bits from the hash result to generate the authentication code. In addition, we also obtain the ratio between $\|V_iG_i\|$ and $S_{V_i}$. With the help of the embedding threshold $T$, we can extract several bits of the authentication code from the ratio. Finally, by comparing the data derived from the two sides, integrity verification is achieved.

3.3. Robustness Assessment. The proposed algorithm is robust against rotating and translation attacks because the ratio between the distance $\|V_iG_i\|$ and the perimeter of the reference vertices $S_{V_i}$ remains invariant under such attacks. When the stego model comes under a scaling attack, both the distance $\|V_iG_i\|$ and the perimeter of the reference vertices $S_{V_i}$ are scaled proportionally. The ratio still remains invariant; however, when the marked model is subjected to a downsampling attack, the precision of the numbers for representing the vertex coordinates for each vertex should be sufficient for extracting the authentication code.

4. Experimental Results

This section presents the experimental results obtained from five 3D polygonal models shown in Figure 5, called "Cow," "Lucy," "Max Planck," "Elephant," and "Rabbit." Table 2 shows relevant model information, including the number of vertices $N_V$, the number of faces $N_F$, and model size (represented by the diagonal length $D_{L_{BV}}$ of the bounding volume) of each model. We also show that the number of embeddable vertices $N_{EV}$ in our proposed vertex traversal method varies from 24% to 30% of all vertices for different 3D polygonal models. Microsoft Visual C++ programming language was used to implement the proposed algorithm on a personal computer with an Intel Core i7-6700K 4.00 GHz processor and 16 GB RAM. The distortion between the original and marked 3D polygonal models was measured by normalized Hausdorff distance (NHD) [16], which is derived from dividing the Hausdorff distance by $D_{L_{BV}}$.

First, this section presents the visual effects for five marked 3D polygonal models with different embedding thresholds and also the quantities of embedded authentication codes under different embedding thresholds. Second, we present the frequency of the embedding capacity for each embeddable vertex, to explain the distribution of the calculated local geometrical properties, and the experimental results for tamper detection in our proposed algorithm. Finally, a comparison between this algorithm and other existing algorithms demonstrates the feasibility of the proposed method.

Table 3 shows the embedding capacity (EC), model distortion (NHD), and execution time for different 3D polygonal models under different embedding thresholds. We also calculate the average embedding capacity $bpv$ for each embeddable vertex. Evidently, as the embedding threshold increases, both the embedding capacity and model distortion decrease, mainly because with a larger embedding threshold, the start position is also larger, and the number of digits for data embedding is lower. Therefore, the embedding capacity decreases from 8.95 to 3.27 bits per embeddable vertex, and the model distortion also decreases, from 0.1957% to 0.00009% of the diagonal length of the bounding volume. Our proposed algorithm is efficient; except for Lucy model...
with larger number of vertices, the execution time from vertex traversal to authentication code embedding processes only needs less than 0.3 seconds. Figure 6 shows the embedding capacity distribution for each vertex under different thresholds. By analyzing this data, we can understand the distribution of local geometrical properties calculated by (2). With the exception of the cow model, the highest embedding capacity for each embeddable vertex in each 3D polygonal model is between 9 and 11. Three digits of the calculated ratio are used for data embedding, each with three or four bits. Because the end position for data embedding is always the fifth digit, we know that the start position is the third digit in most ratios; therefore, the first nonzero digit in most ratios is the second digit after the decimal point. Figure 7 shows the visual effects of data-embedded 3D polygonal models under various embedding thresholds. As shown in Figures 5 and 7, distinguishing the visual difference between the original models and the data-embedded models is difficult.

Figure 8 shows the visual effects of the detection results for different 3D polygonal models after some vertices have been perturbed. Following each process illustrated in Section 3, the tampered vertex (red) can easily be detected. In our experiments, we randomly modified the coordinate values of 50 vertices to evaluate the performance of our proposed algorithm. The experimental results show that all tampered vertices were detected. Note that both authentication code generation and the reconstruction process were only performed on the embeddable vertex. If the embeddable vertex is a modified one, the tamper detection region includes one embeddable vertex and its reference vertices. If a reference vertex is modified, the tamper detection region includes several embeddable vertices and their corresponding reference vertices. Evidently, the tamper detection region is larger if the modified vertex is a reference vertex. In our experimental results, the tamper detection region for each 3D polygonal model included 511, 406, 531, 468, and 575 vertices for Cow, Lucy, Elephant, Max Planck, and Rabbit models, respectively, because of the complex topological relationship between vertices. Future research should be devoted to more precise detection of tampered regions.

Finally, this section compares the proposed algorithm with other existing algorithms in terms of embedding rate, embedding capacity, adaptability, distortion control, robustness, and embedding scheme (Table 4). All fragile watermarking algorithms can be classified as either vertex-based or region-based algorithms, according to the scale...
Table 4: Comparison of previous and current methods.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Algorithm</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Public</td>
<td>Blind</td>
<td>Blind</td>
<td>Blind</td>
<td>Blind</td>
<td>Blind</td>
<td>Blind</td>
<td>Blind</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Publicity</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Embedding rate</td>
<td>100%</td>
<td>100%</td>
<td>100%</td>
<td>13.47%</td>
<td>34.08%</td>
<td>N. A.</td>
<td>26.85%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Embedding capacity</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>1</td>
<td>48</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>N. A.</td>
<td>&lt;1</td>
<td>3.27–8.95</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Adaptability</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>No</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Distortion control</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Robustness</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Vertex reorder</td>
<td>ST</td>
<td>ST</td>
<td>ST</td>
<td>ST</td>
<td>ST</td>
<td>ST</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Method</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>QIM</td>
<td>QIM</td>
<td>Hamming code</td>
<td>QIM</td>
<td>QIM</td>
<td>Iterative perturbation</td>
<td>Message-digit substitution</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

5. Conclusions and Future Work

The present study proposes an innovative region-based tamper detection algorithm for 3D polygonal models based on local geometrical properties. The proposed algorithm uses a vertex traversal method to categorize all vertices as either embeddable or reference vertices. The authentication code

of tampered region localization. With respect to publicity, only the algorithms proposed by Huang et al. [9] and Yeo and Yeung [14] require additional overhead information for authentication, and others are blind. With respect to the embedding rate, each vertex in a vertex-based algorithm is embedded with an authentication code, and the embedding rate is equal to 100%; however, a region-based algorithm considers local complexity, and the embedding rate is clearly lower. Approximately 26.85% of all vertices in our proposed algorithm can be embedded with an authentication code. Because the embedding unit is a triangle in the algorithm proposed by Molaei et al., indicating that three vertices are involved in data embedding for each mark triangle, more vertices are marked than our proposed algorithm. Consequently, their scale of tampered region localization is also larger than ours. With respect to embedding capacity, the algorithm proposed by Wang et al. [13] provides the highest embedding capacity (up to 48 bits per vertex), owing to their use of IEEE 754 single-precision floating-point format for vertex coordinate representation and the two-level embedding strategy. Our proposed algorithm achieves the highest embedding capacity when applying the region-based tamper detection algorithm, and only our proposed algorithm achieves adaptive embedding capacity. With respect to robustness, each algorithm can resist either ST or vertex reordering attacks. Such characteristics render our proposed algorithm feasible in the field of fragile watermarking.
is generated by feeding the number of neighboring vertices and local geometrical properties of the embeddable vertex into the hash function. The hash result is then embedded into the embeddable vertex by simple message-digit substitution. The proposed algorithm is simple and distortion-controllable and possesses a higher and more adaptive embedding capacity and a higher embedding rate than most existing region-based tamper detection algorithms. The experimental results demonstrate the feasibility of the proposed algorithm.

Although the proposed algorithm was proven to yield satisfactory results, additional improvements could be made. Currently, approximately only 27% of vertices can be used for authentication code embedding; our vertex decimation scheme [17] could be adopted to increase this percentage. Furthermore, the ratio used for authentication code embedding is too small, causing a lower embedding capacity; other ratios could be employed for achieving a higher embedding capacity. In addition, it would also be worth extending the
proposed algorithm to support point geometries. Finally, real-time implementation for the proposed algorithm could be developed in the future.
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